METASKETCHING
BY MIKE JELINEK
What does the digital media, namely VR,
means for ideation sketching?
We all do that. We all doodle, we scribble, we sketch. On napkins, post-it leaves,
magazines; simply on everything and
everywhere. We all love to fill handcrafted pages of beautiful Moleskin sketchbooks with our illustrations, which we
tend to call sketches as well. But wait.
Are these still sketches? And what is the
sketch, actually?
Let's take a brief look into what art theoreticians say: "A sketch (ultimately
from Greek σχέδιος – schedios, "done
extempore") is a rapidly executed
freehand drawing that is not usually
intended as a finished work. A sketch
may serve many purposes: it might
record something that the artist sees,
it might be used as a quick way of
graphically demonstrating an image,
idea or principle or it might record or
develop an idea for later use." - So far
what Wikipedia offers to us. Great defi88 FCM 2019
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nition for a start. Unfortunately, somehow misleading. First of all, it claims
that sketch is not meant to be seen as
a finished artwork. Yet, it is going to be
consumed as a piece of complete visual information. Secondly, as a form of a
real life drawing exercise, it undoubtedly
represents itself as a finished work - like
the reflection of the artist's opinion on
the observed object or scene. However,
the concept of the sketch as a representation of an emerging idea makes much
more sense. It removes the focus on the
artefact itself and positions the sketch instead as a process of forming and communicating the idea in general. Such a
process is often called "ideation" and
sketching is its major component.
THE ROLE OF SKETCHING AS AN
IDEA GENERATOR
Bill Buxton's book "Sketching user experiences" (Focal Press, 2007) defines sketch
using following attributes: Sketch is quick,
timely, inexpensive, disposable, plenti-
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ful, while it contains clean vocabulary, it's
made with distinct gestures and minimal
details and appropriate degree of refinement. The goal of sketching is to suggest
and explore, rather than confirm. The ambiguity of sketch offers diverse interpretations and contributes so to further idea
development. It's fascinating to observe
how the first set of parameters provides

a clear set of limitations when it comes
to generation of ideas - when we look
at their opposites. We might need to
dedicate too much time to the drawing,
and obviously, we need to find out the
right slot during the day and we will also
most likely over-think it too much. And
while we will aim for that "perfect one"
piece, we will give up experimentation,
and then, using that expensive Moleskin
sketchbook for sure requires the best
what we can do.
We can probably agree that drawing
on recycled paper or on a napkin with a
cheap ball pen somehow stimulates our
creativity, as it removes the fear of destroying an expensive media irreversibly,
and so it allows us to experiment more
and generate more ideas. But how the
ambiguity contributes to creativity? The
answer is surprisingly simple: The sketching is not a one-way process. We just
don't draw what we see mentally. As our
brains are hardwired to find understandable forms in abstract shapes anywhere
in nature and around us, our unfinished
strokes work back the same way and create opportunities for our mind to re-interpret them. Let's not stop there: The
creativity may even multiply when we
sketch in groups. There also exists a popular exercise based on sharing half-done
sketches across the group and allow-

ing others to continue with them. Just
the physical presence of the audience
makes a significant impact on creativity.
It is the common fear of being watched.
Having people around us when we focus
on any activity positively influences our
performance, it could be a positive one
when it comes to sketching. It has happened frequently to me that during public sketching demos, my ideas were more
diverse and original than those created
in solitude. The reactions of the viewers
are both consciously and subconsciously
affecting our decisions, as we continually
attempt to read how our actions are interpreted. It sounds uncomfortable and
disturbing, but it seems to work.
SKETCHING IN DIGITAL REALITIES
The purchase of the computer and a
drawing tablet may not represent the
best case of being inexpensive and disposable. However, once we make that
investment, the medium itself embodies
an infinitely disposable for the cost of the
electric energy we burn by running our
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PC's. The digital medium enables us to
experiment, duplicate, repeat, draw over
and over, without any fear of losing the
medium itself. The medium is never consumed entirely, and that allows us to take
risks impossible to take in physical reality.
Unfortunately, the computer interfaces
do not provide the same level of gestural freedom (and fidelity) that we use to
know from sketching on a piece of paper. Wacom stylus or Apple Pencil might
be very close to pen and paper experience, but the computer's UI and operating systems add an additional layer to
our interactions.
Yet, there is finally a virtual reality medium, which has unprecedented potential
to remove the UI entirely and enable
utterly new sketching experiences. For
example, tools such as GravitySketch
liberate users from the office desk space
and allows them to express naturally
while being spatially aware, and to move
through their ideas in 3D space. Espe91

cially in so-called room size setup, gestures are made through the motion of
the whole body, which significantly improves visual perception and improved
ability to express graphically in an unrestricted manner. VR might be simply the
ultimate sketching (ideation) tool, as it
combines the benefits of digital media
with intuitive interfaces, exceeding the
real-life experiences.
THE RISE OF IDEATION
Without any doubts, we all probably agree
that ideation sometimes called the concept phase plays an essential role in design development across multiple fields
of creative disciplines. From architecture,
through product design, up to concept
art, sketching represents the primary form
of idea formation and communication. Although sketching may play various roles,
as we've already learned, it mostly serves
as a starting point for further development, and it sets the foundation for final
execution and production. Which seems
to be a crucial point: The production processes recently receive massive attention
of the software developers, who aim to
automatize them.
Thanks to AI and machine learning, artists
and designers spend less and less time
on rendering, 3d modeling, unwrapping,
or data optimization. And it doesn't stop
at technical levels. Tools such as style
transfer, brush engines, and filters such
as Akvis, or complex AI-driven painting
generators help an artist to reduce their
effort on generating multiple visual concepts required for production decisions.
So, what will be left when everything will
be made by the AI? Well, I doubt the AI
will ultimately replace artists from the
creative process. I believe in intelligent
tools helping us with the tedious and repetitive processes, allowing us to spend
more time on research and ideation. In a
way, it seems to be predictable that industry requirements will shift from strong
technical skills to the ability to generate
ideas - that means that ideation skill may
become a leading factor when hiring
creative staff.
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The need for more creative professionals who can generate ideas on request
will inevitably lead to questions such as:
How can we teach and nurture the ideation skills? How can we support them,
and how they could be catalyzed?
METASKETCHING
While exploring possibilities of VR sketching, an idea to use it mainly as a particular solution for the ideation as mentioned
above process emerged. Inspired by
Aristotle's Metaphysics, I have started to
call this concept Metasketching, where
"Meta" represents the world "beyond."
Following examples are rapid experiments with GravitySketch VR - all under twenty minutes, which are sometimes taken to Luxion's Keyshot, where
they are rendered with a toon shader,
to maintain the dominance of gestural strokes, rather than pretending 3d
perfection. So, they carry most of the
attributes on Bill Buxton's definition of
sketching, they are gestural and intuitive, while they offer an added value:
The output goes beyond 2d image, beyond illustration - because Metaskteching happens in 3d space, the output is
naturally 3d file too. And having 3d data
early in the process is worth of gold.
The Metasketching series kicked off late
December 2018 and will continue as part
of the "Augmented ideation" research
project in upcoming years. Additional
examples are available on Metasketcher
Instagram account, or on Artstation under the same name and hashtag.
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